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Happy New Year 
Let's Make 2021 the Year of Good Health, Love,

Happiness and Friendship

2017 Piper playing with four month old Jett

Our Cemetery Training
In the December newsletter we featured the story of the "cemetery" we created.
I really thought it would be fun and easy. It turned out to be far more
challenging and complex than we expected.

https://mailchi.mp/db7650c2a287/icf-january-2021-newsletter?e=[UNIQID]
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Many of the locations where we train have been unavailable because of COVID
restrictions so we have had to get more creative. Dogs, like people, love
different and challenging training scenarios. They can get bored and loose
enthusiasm when doing  the same old thing. It's important to keep them
mentally sharp and challenged by being creative in our training. Dogs learn
when they can solve problems. If we solve the problem for them they don't
learn, but if they figure it out on their own, the light comes on.
There were several surprises while working our cemetery -   lots of lessons
learned /   re-learned.     Our training cemetery was very different from a "real
cemetery" where whole bodies have been buried for a long time. Our smaller
sources were challenging for the dogs to find. We believe there are several
reasons for this:

• The ground is extremely dry, with little rain this Fall.
• The sources have only been in place since the end of September.
• None of the sources decomposed in situ.

In other areas, we were surprised how strong and how large the scent pools
were. The dogs had to work really hard to pinpoint the source.

The good news is that we saw almost no confusion with the dogs being
attracted to the markers (head stones, wooden crosses) when there was no
scent associated with them.

We are still training at the cemetery, observing how scent is changing the
longer sources have been placed and now, finally, we have a little rain soaking
into the ground. We suspect the moist ground will help make scent available to
the dogs.
~Adela~
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After chasing the scent pool and following her nose Piper finds the human hair and teeth
that are on the cross. Because they are elevated it caused a large scent pool to form
mostly on the cross in front of it. All the dogs had scent at that cross.
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Roo (as did most of  the  dogs) went around and around the cross looking for
the  source  of  the  scent. After a lot of work she traced it back to  the  source, the
cross behind her.
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Annie catching the scent that is trapped in the curbing made of bricks. Scent flows and
pools where it gets trapped.  As handlers we observe the scent area the dog "draws" for
us.

At the beginning of my plot I made a brick boundary. I had NO idea it would become a
huge scent pool with the bricks catching scent.

We also saw at several locations that the dogs picked up the scent at rodent holes near the
actual burial. Piper gets scent from a small hole at the edge of  the bricks,  the  source is
buried in the center.

Cremains Recovery
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December 13th cremains recovery in Happy Camp CA
It rained all day and then snowed. Left: After we worked the dogs we supported the
archaeologists by holding umbrellas over them as they worked, not that rain or snow would
have stopped them. Right: Archaeologists Alex DeGorogey principal (standing), (front from
left) Nicholas Radtkey and Keoni Diacamos. Yes, that is snow coming down and covering
the ground.

Sometimes Amazing Things Happen

December 14th in Southern Oregon, one of our clients, Kristy, had only a small
memorial sample of her father's cremains (about 1/2 cup) . She was still in
shock and hardly holding on when we met her at her destroyed home. As we
looked at the ashes of her home, I know all of our crew were thinking the same
thing ... finding a 1/2 cup of cremains is going to take a miracle.

Several days of rain had made things a muddy mess. Chelsea Rose, our lead
archaeologist in Oregon, had a great plan. We stayed out of the
area where the client believed the cremains were. We sent in three dogs, one
at a time. Two alerted on the far side of a ladder (see Piper below) and one on
the front side of the ladder. It was the best starting point our dogs could give the
archaeologists.

Chelsea did a visual survey of the area where  the  dogs alerted. Her, now-
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experienced, eye for spotting cremains saw something that looked like a
possibility, and turned out be the cremains laying on top of the debris. She sent
in  archaeologist Jamie Moore, who made the recovery and also found a
beautiful, tiny glass bottle only 1 5/8" tall, next to the cremains. The intact bottle
was brought out to the client who burst into tears. Her father was a glass-
blower in his retirement, and this was the last piece he had made before his
death. Several miracles happened that day ... we found her father, the tiny
bottle had survived and it was next to where her father's cremains were found.

This was truly a team effort and we all had smiles on our faces because we
helped, in a tiny way, to make things better for a family who had lost everything
in the fire.

Addendum: In speaking with Kristy a couple of days later, she said "I want to
thank you all for what you do for others. Now I can begin to heal." And this is
why we do what we do.
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Jamie excavates the cremains while Lynne holds the bag open to ensure nothing gets lost.

This is the glass bottle, the last thing Kristy's father made. She now has his last art project
and this will become the urn to hold his cremated remains.

ICF continues to work with Alta Heritage Foundation in the recovery of human
cremains left in homes after the fires. These services are provided free of

https://altahf.org/
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charge to the wildfire victims. For more information, people in need of this
service, or want to donate or volunteer, please click here.

Ten years ago today 1/1/11, Jasper was born.Yes unfortunately his litter nick name was
Spiffy... but don't tell anyone. He is my favorite "go to" working partner I have ever had.
~Adela~

Please feel free to pass our newsletter along to anyone who might be interested.

Check out our past issues on
our website -

CLICK HERE

(650) 503-4473  | info@ICFK9.org  |  www.ICFK9.org

We are happy to talk with you about your project and

how our dogs might help locate human remains or burials.

Call, email, or check out our website.
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Our mailing address is: 
Institute for Canine Forensics 

P.O. Box 620699 
Woodside, CA 94062-0699 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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